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he prediction of optimal slip ratio is crucial to vehicle control systems.Many studies have veriied there is a deinitive impact of tyre
pressure change on the optimal slip ratio. However, the existing method of optimal slip ratio prediction has not taken into account
the inluence of tyre pressure changes. By introducing a second-order factor, an improved optimal slip ratio prediction considering
tyre inlation pressure is proposed in this paper. In order to verify and evaluate the performance of the improved prediction,
a cosimulation platform is developed by using MATLAB/Simulink and CarSim sotware packages, achieving a comprehensive
simulation study of vehicle braking performance cooperated with an ABS controller. he simulation results show that the braking
distances and braking time under diferent tyre pressures and initial braking speeds are efectively shortened with the improved
prediction of optimal slip ratio. When the tyre pressure is slightly lower than the nominal pressure, the diference of braking
performances between original optimal slip ratio and improved optimal slip ratio is the most obvious.

1. Introduction

he longitudinal motion of a vehicle is governed by the forces
generated between the tyres and the road surface. herefore,
acquiring enough tyre friction is crucial to enhance vehicle
dynamics. According to the friction principle, the magnitude
of frictional force depends on two factors: normal pressure
and friction coeicient. However, the relationship between
the longitudinal friction coeicient and wheel slip ratio is
complex. In the premise of constant normal pressure, when
the wheel slip ratio is small, longitudinal force linearly
increaseswith slip ratio.With further increase of the slip ratio,
longitudinal force increases and then decreases nonlinearly.
When the longitudinal force reaches a maximum value, the
corresponding slip ratio is called optimal slip ratio.

Antilock braking system (ABS) is an automobile safety
system that allows the vehicle wheels to maintain tractive
contact with the road surface according to driver inputs
during the braking process, preventing the wheels from both
locking up and uncontrolled skidding. he logic threshold
control method is widely applied in commercial ABS prod-
ucts [1]. As an experience based control method, in the

control process, wheel slip ratio is not maintained in optimal
slip ratio but luctuated near it which cannot acquire the
best braking efect. Meanwhile, if slip ratio is considered
as the control target, ABS controller can maintain the
practical slip ratio near the optimal slip ratio all the time
during the braking process, so that vehicle controllability and
stability are optimized and maximized. hat is considered
as the ideal braking method. he research on ABS control,
aiming at optimal slip ratio, has been carried out for many
years. Most researchers put the emphasis on control strategy
optimization and development of control methods based on
the control theory of self-turning PID, fuzzy PID, artiicial
neural network, and so on [2–4]. Other researchers focused
on identiication of road surface and optimal slip ratio [5–7].

Up to now, most studies about optimal slip ratio control
are based on an optimal slip ratio estimation expression,
proposed by Liu [8] and Bian [9], which gives a quantiication
description of inluence on optimal slip ratio due to changes
of road adhesion coeicient, vehicle velocity, and tyre slip
angle. he optimal slip ratio expression proposed by Liu
et al. is mainly developed from the tyre Magic Formula,
proposed by Pacejka [10], using regression analysis. In the
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early time, the inluence of tyre inlation pressure changes
was not considered into Magic Formula based on which the
inluence has not been put into existing optimal slip ratio
expression.

However, it is indicated in [11–13] that tyre inlation pres-
sure changes can directly inluence the relationship between
tyre longitudinal force and slip ratio. hat is, the value of
optimal slip ratio is inluenced by tyre inlation pressure
changes.

Based on the existing optimal slip ratio expression and
an improved Magic Formula model [14], a simulation is
launched to make a study on relationship between tyre
inlation pressure changes and tyre slip ratio. A second-order
factor, representing the inluence of tyre inlation pressure
changes on the value of optimal slip ratio, is acquired. In
order to verify and evaluate the improved optimal slip ratio,
an ABS controller with optimal slip ratio as the control target
is established. Vehicle braking processes before and ater
improvement are simulated and compared.

hepaper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a simple
introduction of tyre dynamic principle and optimal slip ratio.
Section 3 describes the proposed improved optimal slip ratio
considering tyre inlation pressures. Section 4 describes the
modelling of cosimulation system which consists of a fuzzy
PID controller for ABS system and vehicle dynamics model
in MATLAB/Simulink and CarSim sotware, respectively.
Section 5 veriies the improved expression through compara-
tive analyses and discussions on various scenarios.he paper
is concluded in Section 6.

2. Wheel Dynamics and Optimal Slip Ratio

he dynamic diferential equations for the calculation of
longitudinal motion of a vehicle are described as follows:

��̇ = −��, (1)

��̇ = ��� − �� − ��, (2)

��� = �� (�) ���, (3)

where � is��,��, ��, and ��;� and � are a quarter of the vehicle
mass and wheel velocity. �� is the driving resistance; � is the
wheel inertia; � is the wheel rotational speed; �� and �� are
the braking torque and the rolling resistance torque; �� and��� are the friction coeicient and normal force of � wheel, as
shown in Figure 1.

During the braking process, the wheel speed � can be
larger than its rotation speed �� which is characterised by
the wheel longitudinal slip �:

� = � − ��� . (4)

As shown in (3), the longitudinal force�� is described as a
function that depends on the longitudinal friction coeicient
�(�). If the longitudinal slip � is small, the relationship
between the longitudinal force and slip is linear, but, with a
further increase of the slip, the longitudinal force reaches the

Tb
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�
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O

u

Figure 1: Single wheel model.

maximum at the certain value of the slip speciied by tyre-
road adhesion and is saturated beyond that. When the lon-
gitudinal force reaches a maximum value, the corresponding
slip value is referred to as the optimal slip ratio.

In essence, the principle of ABS control is to always
maintain thewheel slip ratio near the optimal slip ratio, which
ensures a continuous maximum value onto tyre longitudinal
force. In order to acquire the best braking efect, ABS schemes
usually take the optimal slip ratio as the control target. Up
to now, researchers have made numerous studies on the
inluence of road adhesion coeicient, vehicle velocity, and
tyre slip angle changes on the optimal slip ratio [1–4].

Most studies about optimal slip ratio control focused on
the real-time identiication and estimation of unknown road
condition, vehicle velocity, and tyre slip angle. Furthermore,
based on a series of advanced control methods, ABS con-
troller is optimized to keep the real wheel slip ratio closer to
the theoretical optimal value. In principle, previous studies
have been carried out mainly on the basis of the optimal slip
ratio expression proposed by Liu [8] and Bian [9]:

�op = �0 + 0.165 × log(64� ) + 0.01 × �
1.5, (5)

where �op is the optimal slip ratio, �0 is the road surface
friction coeicient, � is wheel velocity, and � is the tyre slip
angle. Equation (5) was developed on the basis of the tyre
Magic Formula in the period from 1989 to 1994, excluding
the inluence of tyre inlation pressure changes. However, an
increasing number of researches indicate that tyre inlation
pressure change causes a direct inluence on the relationship
between tyre longitudinal force and slip ratio, which means
that the value of optimal slip ratio could be inluenced by tyre
inlation pressures [6–8].

3. Optimal Slip Ratio Prediction considering
the Tyre Inflation Pressure

In order to account for the inluence of the tyre inla-
tion pressure on the longitudinal friction characteristics,
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Figure 2: (a) ��-� curves under diferent tyre inlation pressures. (b) Relationship between optimal slip ratio and tyre inlation pressures.

Besselink et al. [14] modiied and improved the longitudinal
tyre characteristic formula and related parameters. he main
efects of tyre inlation pressure changes on the longitudinal
tyre characteristics are identiied as follows [10, 11]:

(i) Changes in longitudinal slip stifness and camber
stifness.

(ii) Changes in longitudinal peak friction coeicient.

herefore, the Magic Formula for predicting longitudinal
force can be improved to

�� = (�� sin [��
⋅ arctan {���� − �� (���� − arctan (����))}]
+ ���) ���,

(6)

where �� is the overall longitudinal slip;�� is the longitudinal
stifness factor; �� is shape factor for longitudinal force; ��
is the peak value factor; �� is the vertical force; �� is the
longitudinal curvature factor; �

V� is vertical shit factor; and
��� is comprehensive factor for combined slip, which are
calculated by

�� = ����, (7)

�� = ���
���� , (8)

��� = ���,nom ⋅ (1 + ���1 ⋅ ��� + ���1 ⋅ ��2� ) , (9)

�� = ��,nom ⋅ (1 + ���3 ⋅ ��� + ���4 ⋅ ��2� ) , (10)

where �,�, ��,nom, and���,nom are longitudinal peak friction
coeicient, longitudinal slip stifness, and their correspond-
ing nominal values, respectively. �� and ��0 are measured
pressure and nominal tyre inlation pressure. And ��� =(�� − ��0)/��0 is dimensionless increment of tyre inlation
pressure. As can be seen in both (9) and (10), there is an

additional factor (1 + ���� ⋅ ��� + ���(�+1) ⋅ ���2) which
is the product of the inlation pressure increment ��� and
Magic Formula parameter ����, highlighting the inluences
of pressure changes.

In order to investigate the quantitative inluence of tyre
inlation pressure changes on the optimal slip ratio, with tyre
inlation pressure being considered as independent variable,
relation curves of longitudinal force and slip ratio under dif-
ferent tyre inlation pressures, ��-�, are presented in Figure 2
based on the improved Magic Formula of (6). he peak
longitudinal friction point of each curve is crucially marked
and the set of optimal slip ratio points corresponding to the
tyre pressure input is acquired. In the igure, the results were
placed on a standard 205/60-R15 tyre under a vertical load
of 5000N. To examine the inluences of pressure changes,
the tyre pressure changes from 0.1 times to 2 times of the
nominal pressure, 0.22MPa, obtaining twenty corresponding
��-� curves as illustrated in Figure 2(a). As shown by the
maximum longitudinal friction highlighted with the circle
markers, the maximum longitudinal friction increases with
decreasing in tyre pressure, whereas the optimal slip ratio
decreases correspondingly. When the tyre inlation pressure
is higher than the nominal value, the optimal slip ratio irstly
increases and then decreases slightly. Fitting results show that
the quadratic itted curve correlates to the point set of optimal
slip ratio very well with a correlation coeicient of more than
0.982.

In order to take quantitative efect of inlation pressure
into account, the optimal slip ratio in (5) can be modiied by
including twomore terms as shown in the following equation:

�op = �op,nom + ���1 ⋅ ��� + ���2 ⋅ ��2�
= �0 + 0.165 × log(64� ) + 0.01 × �

1.5 + ���1 ⋅ ���
+ ���2 ⋅ ��2� ,

(11)

where ���1 is the linear inluence coeicient of tyre inlation
pressure changes and ���2 is the quadratic inluence coei-
cient, both of which are decided by the characteristics of the
tyre itself. he impact on the optimal slip ratio given by tyre
inlation pressure changes has an extremely small coherence
with other impact factors.herefore, an independent second-
order factor should be essentially added into the optimal slip
ratio prediction.
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Table 1: Simulation parameters.

�0 0.175 Tyre type 205/60-R15 ���1/���2 −0.349/0.378
V0�/(km/h) 100/80/60/40 Vehicle type Sedan/C-class ���3/���4 −0.096/0.065
�/∘ 0 Engine power/kW 250 ���1 −0.213
��/MPa 0.132/0.176/0.22/0.264/0.308 Max. braketorque/Nm 2000 ���2 0.179

TPMS PID controller

Fuzzy 
inference 
system

Brake 
torque

Vehicle 
dynamic
system

Road 
model

+
−

�op

� = (u − R�)/u

Figure 3: he block diagram of braking system based on the improved optimal slip ratio.

4. ABS Controller Based on the Improved
Optimal Slip Ratio

he change of optimal slip ratio value can lead to a direct
impact on the braking performance of ABS controller, which
in turn changes both the braking distance and total braking
time. In order to verify the improved expression and study
the impact of tyre inlation pressure changes on braking
performance, an ABS braking system based on the improved
optimal slip ratio is designed, as shown in Figure 3. ABS
braking system is composed of 4 parts: optimal slip ratio
�op estimator, slip ratio comparator, fuzzy PID controller,
and execution system. here are 3 inputs for �op estimator:
tyre inlation pressure, vehicle velocity, and tyre slip angle.
he road surface friction coeicient is commonly acquired
by road type recognition algorithm. In order to simplify the
computation, road surface friction coeicient is assigned to a
constant value in this study. Real-time signal of tyre inlation
pressure is acquired by directmeasurement, such as commer-
cially promoted Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS).
he fuzzy PID controller is composed of a conventional PID
controller and a fuzzy inference system.

Taking the error between actual slip rate and the optimal
slip ratio � and error rate �� as inputs, fuzzy controller
provides proportional coeicient ��, integral coeicient
��, and derivative coeicient ��, its own output linguistic
variables, as the input of PID controller. Design and selection
of self-tuning principle, fuzzy control-rule table, membership
functions, and universe range for the PID controller are
referred to in [12, 13].

In order to comprehensively study the braking process
and performance before and ater the improvement of the
optimal slip ratio, a cosimulation platform is established
by combining the CarSim sotware and MATLAB/Simulink
package based on a C-class passenger car, which then allow
the simulation studies to be performed to evaluate the
braking performance under diferent conditions. he time

step is set to 0.01 s and Runge-Kutta ode45 algorithm is used.
Other key simulation parameters are shown in Table 1.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Inluence of Tyre Inlation Pressure on Wheel Velocity
and Displacement. Based on the cosimulation system, the
braking process and performance of the vehicle are examined
for the improved optimal slip ratios by comparing them
with those of original ratios. he curves of vehicle braking
displacement andwheel velocity under diferent tyre inlation
pressures and optimal slip ratios are shown in Figure 4.

If �� = 0.308MPa, for example, the wheel velocity
of ABS controller aims at improved slip ratio signiicantly
lower than the curve of the original one, rather close to the
curve of the nominal pressure throughout the second-half
braking process as in Figure 4(a). In order to conirm that
the change in wheel velocity is due to the improvement on
ABS controller, which makes the wheel velocity continuously
adapted to the current optimal slip ratio, it is necessary to
conduct a contrastive study of real-time slip ratios controlled
by ABS controllers aiming at original and improved optimal
slip ratios. Next, the real-time tyre slip ratio curves under two
optimal slip ratio expressions are presented in Figure 4(b).
heoretically, according to (11) and Table 1, when tyre inla-
tion pressure is larger than nominal pressure, the value
of optimal slip ratio considering tyre pressure will slightly
increase compared with the traditional slip ratio. As is shown
in Figure 4(b), ABS controller aims at improved optimal
slip ratio to make the absolute value of the wheel slip ratio
continuously greater than that of a traditional one, which
is consistent with the theory. herefore, the efectiveness of
improved expression and ABS controller is proved.

he diferences of original velocity minus improved
velocity, �old−�improved, show that a deviation occurs from the
speed under diferent tire pressure toward the speed corre-
sponding to the nominal pressure, as is shown in Figure 4(c).
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Figure 4: (a) Wheel velocities during the braking process. (b) Real-time tyre slip ratios during the braking process. (c) Diferential value
between the original velocity and the improved one. (d) Braking displacements under diferent tyre pressures and �op predictions.

In particular, when tyre pressure is higher than the nominal
value, the wheel velocity of improved slip ratio is consistently
lower than that of original one during the braking process.
hat is why the velocity diferences of �� = 0.264MPa and
�� = 0.308MPa are always positive. When the pressure is
lower than the nominal value, the wheel velocity curve shows
the almost opposite trend. In addition, as to the low pressure
casewhen�� = 0.132MPa, thewheel velocity in the inception
phase luctuates strongly and remains higher than the original
wheel velocity during the steady phase, which proves that
ABS controller has made timely amendments to the wheel
speed based on the latest improved optimal slip ratio.

Compared with the original ABS controller, braking
distances and braking time under all nonnominal tyre pres-
sures become shorter, which proves that the improved ABS
controller, aiming at the improved slip ratio, has optimized

the wheel velocity and thus achieved the beneicial result as
shown in Figure 4(d).

5.2. Inluence of Tyre Inlation Pressure on Braking Perfor-
mance. In order to investigate the impact of tyre inlation
pressure changes on vehicle braking performance (braking
distance and braking time), simulation studies were con-
ducted under diferent initial braking speeds on the basis of
the original slip ratio and improved optimal slip ratio.

As shown in Figure 5(a), both original braking distance
and improved braking distance increase with the initial
braking speed. In addition, there is a slight rising trend with
increasing tyre pressure. he braking distances before and
ater improvement are very close. It is hard to distinguish the
inluence of the improved slip ratio on the braking distance.
Likewise, variation trend of the braking time is similar to that
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Figure 5: Braking performances under diferent initial braking speeds. (a) Comparison of braking distances before and ater improvement.
(b) Comparison of braking time before and ater improvement. (c) Diference of original braking distance minus improved braking distance.
(d) Diference of original braking time minus improved braking time.

of the braking distance, and the diference of braking time is
also hard to be identiied.

In order to compare and analyze the degree of reduction,
the diference of braking distance and braking time before
and ater improvement under each condition is calculated,
respectively. As shown in Figures 5(c) and 5(d), under
all tyre inlation pressures and initial braking speeds, the
braking distance and braking time ater the improvement
are all efectively shortened. According to improved optimal
slip ratio expression, the value of slip ratio decreases with
lowering tyre pressure, and the corresponding longitudinal
force�� increases.When tyre inlation pressure is higher than
the nominal value, with the increasing pressure, the peak of
��-� curve began to migrate to the right, accompanied by
the shape deforming.hat is, when the tyre inlation pressure
is diferent from the nominal value, the corresponding
longitudinal force of the optimal slip ratio, calculated by the

original prediction which does not consider the tyre pressure
changes, is not the real maximum longitudinal force. he
corresponding longitudinal force predicted by the improved
expression considering the tyre pressure is always more
closer to the maximum braking force under the real-time
tyre condition. It is obvious that the greater braking force
is the shorter braking time will be. herefore, the braking
performance based on the improved optimal slip ratio has
been enhanced. So it is in the case of tyre pressure lower than
nominal pressure.

Based on the above analysis, the essence of ABS control,
aiming at the improved optimal slip ratio, is by relocating the
optimal slip ratio to keep real-time wheel slip ratio near the
improved value and hence the transient longitudinal force
��,improved always in a maximum value under current tyre
pressure.
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It can also be known fromFigures 5(c) and 5(d) that when
tyre inlation pressure is larger than nominal pressure dif-
ferences of braking distance and braking time continuously
increase with tyre pressure increasing. When tyre pressure
is slightly lower than nominal pressure, optimization efect
of the improved expression reaches the optimum. If tyre
pressure continuously decreases, it tends to be less efective.

he relationship between performance diferences and
initial braking speed, as is shown in Figures 5(c) and 5(d),
is not clearly or consistently related under the control
of improved optimal slip ratio. his illustrates that the
orthogonality between tyre pressure changes, wheel velocity,
and other factors is good and introducing an independent
second-order factor to characterize the inluence of tyre
inlation pressure on optimal slip ratio is reasonable and
essential.

6. Conclusions

(1) Based on theABS control aiming at improved optimal
slip ratio, both vehicle braking distance and braking
time, under all nonnominal tyre inlation pressures,
are efectively shortened. It proves that ABS controller
designed to the improved optimal slip ratio can fairly
optimize the braking process under diferent tyre
pressures.

(2) hediference of braking performances between orig-
inal and improved optimal slip ratios does not change
linearly with tyre inlation pressure changes. When
tyre inlation pressure is slightly lower than the nom-
inal value, the diference of braking performances is
the most obvious.

(3) he inluence of tyre inlation pressure changes on
the prediction is less afected by initial braking speed
of vehicle. Introducing an independent second-order
factor to characterize the inluence of tyre inlation
pressure on optimal slip ratio is essential and rational.

Notations

�: A quarter of the vehicle mass
�: Wheel velocity
��: Longitudinal tyre force
�: Wheel inertia
�: Wheel rotational speed
��: Braking torque
��: Rolling resistance torque

��: Friction coeicient
���: Normal force of �th wheel
�: Wheel radius
�: Wheel longitudinal slip ratio
�op: Optimal slip ratio
�: Tyre slip angle
��: Overall longitudinal slip
��: Longitudinal stifness factor
��: Shape factor for longitudinal force
��: Peak value factor
��: Longitudinal curvature factor

�
V�: Vertical shit factor
���: Combined slip factor
�: Longitudinal slip stifness
��: Tyre inlation pressure
��0: Nominal tyre inlation pressure
���: Dimensionless increment of tyre inlation

pressure
����: Magic Formula parameter

���1: Linear inluence coeicient of tyre
inlation pressure changes

���2: Quadratic inluence coeicient.
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